Make the switch to electronic billing

It’s easy to submit claims electronically with the Internet claims submission tool from Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and Blue Care Network. If you’re still submitting paper claims, making the switch to electronic billing means faster payment, less rebilling and an easier way to track claims approvals.

The Internet claims submission tool is:

• Easy to use, provides faster turn-around time and is more cost-effective
• An all-payer solution, supporting the electronic submission of professional claims (including vision and hearing) and facility, Medicare, Medicaid and commercial claims

Additional benefits and features:

• No software to load or maintain
• Payer-specific edits decrease the rate of rejection for first-time claim submissions
• Claims can be sent to all electronic payers
• Responses and remittances available in one convenient location
• Familiar user interface mimics the UB 92 and CMS 1500 forms
• Quick and easy claims entry
• “Red box” editing to pinpoint errors
• Single login using web-DENIS
• Helpful advice on every page

You’ll enjoy:

• Cleaner claims
• Faster reimbursement
• Enhanced cash flow
• Reduced administrative costs
• Ease of use

To access and send claims through the Internet tool, you must be enrolled in web-DENIS. For more information about electronic claims submission, call the Blues EDI department at 1-800-542-0945. We will guide you through the steps to ensure a smooth transition to paperless billing.
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